Card Scanning Solutions Enhances Partnership with Citrix®, Announces
Added Support for Citrix® OCR
CSSN Inc. dba Card Scanning Solutions recently announced their partnership with Citrix® and
the certification of their ScanShell® scanner series by Citrix® as Citrix Ready®. This means
that customers with Citrix® deployments can purchase CSSN scanners with confidence. CSSN
has now enhanced their partnership with Citrix® by announcing that their OCR SDK has
started supporting the Citrix® environment. Both existing and new customers in the health care
and financial industries, who are running their applications in the Citrix® environment, now
have access to both state-of-the-art hardware and software from CSSN.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) February 13, 2012 -- Card Scanning Solutions has been a leading software
company specializing in image processing and OCR (Optical Character Recognition) since 1999. Recently,
CSSN announced their partnership with Citrix® who specialize in providing server and desktop virtualization,
networking, software-as-a-service (SaaS), and cloud computing technologies, including Xen open source
products. With Citrix® certifying the scanners in the ScanShell® series from CSSN as Citrix Ready®,
customers with Citrix® deployments can now buy CSSN’s scanners confidently. A large number of customers
in the health care and financial industries, who run their applications in the Citrix environment or who are only
prepared to purchase Citrix® products and applications, are able to purchase a ScanShell® scanner knowing
that the technology will work in the Citrix® environment.
CSSN’s ScanShell® hardware offers a multipurpose card scanning system for a wide variety of media
including, business cards, checks, medical cards, ID cards, driver licenses and passports through a range of high
quality image processing scanners. The wide range of ScanShell® id scanners and their unique features also
provides Citrix® customers with a choice of hardware based on one’s specific requirements. Each scanner in
the ScanShell® series brings a unique combination of high-speed, quality scanning, extensive functionality
with no external power consumption. The ScanShell® devices are available in simplex or duplex capabilities
and the innovative geometric design of the scanners features a small footprint making it the ideal scanning
solution.
CSSN has now enhanced their partnership with Citrix® and have announced the added support for Citrix®
OCR. This latest product forms part of CSSN’s OCR Software Developers Kit (SDK) which resides on the
Citrix server®. In order to allow maximum usability of their card scanning technology, CSSN’s easy to use
SDK consists of a set of integrable files that communicates quickly and seamlessly with Citrix® applications.
The OCR SDK provides maximum flexibility as it has both scanning and OCR capabilities which are
compatible with the ScanShell® hardware series. The scanner drivers are installed on the local machine and
both the scanning and the processing are done in the application which is hosted on the Citrix® server. CSSN’s
added support now ensures that both CSSN’s hardware and their SDK work with the applications installed on
the Citrix® server.
Whether you are looking for an id scanner or a driver license scanner, CSSN is now compatible with Citrix®
for scanning and OCR with CSSN’s ScanShell® hardware series making it the perfect solution to your
scanning requirements. With the Citrix® stamp of approval, customers can purchase a ScanShell® scanner
from CSSN with the confidence that the technology will work in a Citrix® environment with the added benefit
of the support CSSN’s innovative OCR SDK.
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Additional information on the image processing solutions offered by CSSN, Inc. can be found at www.cardreader.com.
CSSN Inc. dba Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) is a leading developer of card reading and image
processing technologies. They are renowned for developing an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine
that can read the driver licenses and ID’s from all 50 states and over 80 countries. CSSN Inc. offers valuable
and effective solutions that significantly increase productivity, save time and money which results in greater
efficiency in a wide variety of industries including Medical, Financial, Hospitality, Security and more.
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Contact Information
Celeste Monzon
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
213.867.2625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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